INTRODUCTION
============

The acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) epidemic, due to rapid spreading of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), has caused an estimated 20 million worldwide deaths. Vaccines are in clinical tests, but none has lived up to its early promise and we still need treatments inhibiting the retrovirus replication. Replication and chronic infection require integration of the retroviral DNA (9000 bp) into the host cell genome. The mechanism of this key reaction has been extensively studied during the last decade, essentially in order to promote the development of new antiviral compounds ([@b1],[@b2]). Integration is a two-step reaction that is catalysed by viral integrase (IN). In the first step, called 3′-processing, a phosphodiester bond is hydrolysed within the ^5′^CA⇓GT^3′^ site at both the U3- and the U5-LTR (long terminal repeat) extremities of the viral cDNA. During the second step, termed DNA strand transfer, which is a concerted cleavage-ligation reaction, the 3′-hydroxyl group of each cDNA strand attacks a strand of the cellular DNA and becomes joined by transesterification ([@b3]--[@b5]).

IN belongs to the polynucleotidylphosphotransferase family and exerts an endonuclease-like activity. Its functional form is likely a tetramer, although it is experimentally found in a dynamic equilibrium of monomers to high order oligomers ([@b3],[@b6]--[@b8]). The monomer (32 kDa) is folded into three distinct functional domains: N-terminal (residues 1--50), C-terminal (residues 213--288) and central \[catalytic core (CC), residues 51--212\]. CC that contains the catalytic trio of acidic amino acids DDX~35~E embedded within an RNase H fold is organized in five β-strands surrounded by six α-helices ([@b3],[@b9]--[@b12]). The helix labelled α4 is amphipathic and protrudes at the protein surface. It is involved in several essential functions as the folding and the stabilization of the monomer and the dimer ([@b8],[@b11],[@b12]), and, above all, in the selective recognition of the viral cDNA at its U3- and U5-LTR ends ([@b13]--[@b15]). It should also contribute to the assemblage of dimers in functional tetramers, as recently suggested by Podtelezhnikov *et al*. ([@b16]).

A good understanding of the DNA--protein recognition events needs detailed information on the fine conformations of partners both unbound and bound. The specific recognition of viral DNA by IN initiates the integration reaction, which is a complex two-step reaction. The two steps of the reaction (3′-processing and strand transfer) are separated in time and space, the 3′-processing step occurring in the cytoplasm and the strand transfer in the nucleus. Several conformational changes and rearrangements of both protein and DNA are expected to happen all along the process that requires the formation of a pre-integration complex imported into the nucleus. Here, we focused on the properties of the LTR extremities which are cleaved with a high efficiency in the 3′-processing reaction (5--6 orders of magnitude for specific versus no specific sequences). We performed an NMR analysis of a 17 bp oligonucleotide termed U5-term, since it reproduces the U5-LTR extremity of the HIV-1 cDNA. According to our previous fluorescence anisotropy results, the α4 helix of IN binds this oligonucleotide with a high affinity, provided the sequence integrity of the six outermost base pairs ^5′^AGCAGT^3′^/^5′^ACTGCT^3′^ is not altered ([@b15]). The biological relevance of these *in vitro* results has been recently confirmed by the *in vivo* work of Engelman *et al*. and Masuda *et al*. ([@b17],[@b18]).

The impact of the viral DNA on the binding event has not yet been weighed up. Elucidating a 17mer DNA structure (U5-term), however, remains a major challenge especially as very subtle sequence-dependent variations, not always detectable by conventional structural methods, may affect the double helix. Our previous simulation work has suggested that the determination of the U5-term structure can be substantially improved with residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) combined to NOEs ([@b19]), although the degree of structure improvement depends on factors, such as the number and the sort of collected RDCs, as well as the size of the oligonucleotide analysed ([@b20]--[@b22]). The current experimental study has confirmed that a sparse number of ^1^H--^13^C RDCs, accessible from spectra of unlabelled U5-term, significantly improves the structure determination when combined to conventional proton--proton distance and torsion angle restraints ([@b19],[@b21],[@b23]). The use of RDCs has required an assessment of both the possible interactions between the oligonucleotide and the orienting molecules and of the effect of DNA flexibility on the interpretation of results ([@b24]--[@b26]). The obtained U5-term structure is strongly heterogeneous with structural distortions that clearly demarcate the binding/cleavage site from the rest of the molecule. These could be detected by IN in the presence of Mg^2+^ and aid to initiate a specific complex formation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sample preparation
------------------

The oligonucleotide d(GGAAAATCTCTAGCAGT), d(ACTGCTAGAGATTTTCC), termed U5-term, (Eurogentec Inc.) was synthesized at a 10 μM scale by solid-phase using the standard phosphoramidite procedure ([@b27]) and purified by high-performance liquid chromatography and precipitation in LiClO~4~-Acetone. Two NMR samples at 2 mM duplex concentration were prepared by dissolving U5-term in 0.4 ml sodium phosphate buffer (10 mM) containing 1 mM EDTA, pH 6.6 and ionic strength 0.1. After lyophilization, one sample was dissolved in 0.4 ml 90% H~2~O/10% ^2^H~2~O for acquisition of exchangeable proton spectra. The other was lyophilized twice in ^2^H~2~O before dissolution in 0.4 ml 99.9% ^2^H~2~O for acquisition of non-exchangeable proton experiments.

The Pf1 phage media (ASLA labs, <http://www.asla-biotech.com/asla-phage.htm>) were prepared as described previously ([@b28]). The oriented sample was obtained by exchanging Pf1 into the ^2^H~2~O-phosphate buffer, repeating pelleting in a tabletop ultracentrifuge and resuspension in the same buffer. A small amount of the so-prepared phage was added to the oligonucleotide samples in the appropriate ^2^H~2~O-buffer. Final phage concentration was ∼13 mg ml^−1^.

NMR spectroscopy
----------------

The NMR experiments were performed at 500 MHz on a Bruker Avance-500 spectrometer. Data were processed and analysed on an Octane Silicon Graphics Workstation using XWINNMR (Bruker) and Felix 98 (Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CA). Spectra consisted of NOESY, P-COSY and clean-TOCSY. The NOESY spectra were recorded at different mixing times (40, 80, 120 and 200 ms). Most spectra were recorded at 20°C, but several were also recorded at 5, 30 and 40°C. The imino proton resonances of the penultimate base pairs were visible at 20°C and below. The imino proton of the ultimate T17A18 base pair was observed at 5°C. One bond ^13^C--^1^H couplings were determined from 2D heteronuclear gradient sensitivity enhanced HSQC spectra ([@b29]--[@b32]). Coupling constants from aromatic and sugar anomeric regions were collected separately. Each experiment (aromatic region and anomeric region) was repeated three times in the presence and absence of orienting phage Pf1.

Determination of distance and angular restraints
------------------------------------------------

Sequence-specific resonance assignments were carried out using COSY and NOESY spectra ([@b33]). Distance constraints for non-exchangeable protons were determined using the Felix program from the NOESY spectra, with the cytosine H5--H6 distance (2.5 Å) taken as reference. They were given as described in the text, either with uncertainties of ±20%, or with the limits of 2--2.8 Å (strong), 2--3.8 Å (medium), 2.8--4.4 Å (weak) and 3--6 Å (very weak). Distance constraints involving exchangeable protons were introduced using generous boundaries. Hydrogen bond restraints corresponded to distances in standard Watson--Crick base pairs, i.e. between the two heavy atoms of the hydrogen bond and between the heavy atom and the hydrogen atom, using the procedure described previously by Mauffret *et al*. ([@b34]). During the torsion angle and Cartesian dynamics periods weak planarity constraints (weight of 25 kcal mol^−1^ Å ^−2^) were added ([@b35]). Sugar conformations were estimated from COSY spectra. Rotamer domains for backbone torsion angles α, β, γ, δ, ε and ζ were determined using ^1^H- and ^31^P-NMR data. These were restricted to 300, 175, 60, 135, −110 and 275°, respectively, with relatively loose margins of ±50° except for δ and χ (±40 and 55°). Three-dimensional structures, back-calculations of NOESY spectra were determined using the rate matrix approach provided by MORASS 2.1 ([@b36]).

Structure refinement with residual dipolar couplings
----------------------------------------------------

The structures were calculated with CNS 0.9 ([@b37]) that includes the RDC refinement. Fifty starting structures were thus generated by randomizing the backbone torsion angles. Torsion-angle dynamics were used at the initial stages of calculations and were followed by Cartesian molecular dynamics at high temperature according to the classical protocols ([@b19]). Calculations with RDCs were made at low temperature (200K) using torsion-angle molecular dynamics. In a first step, we used a simplified repulsive van der Waals term with the dipolar coupling force constant set to a low value of 0.01 kcal mol^−1^ Hz^−1^. In a second step of 20 ps, the dipolar coupling force constant was ramped to 10 kcal mol^−1^ Hz^−1^. An additional torsion-angle dynamics period of 7 ps was then run at 100K with a complete force field, followed by 2000 steps of Powell minimization. During these calculations, the remaining constraints were maintained with the force constants set to their final values.

Helical parameters
------------------

The U5-term structures obtained with RDCs were checked by INSIGHT II (Accelrys Inc.) and MOLMOL ([@b38]). CURVES ([@b39]) was used for the determination of the helical parameters. CURVES fits a curved or a straight global helix axis that follows the double helix. It allows both global and local geometrical analysis, providing the values of helical parameters and of backbone dihedral angles. All the helical parameters used in this study are local except the inclination. For each system of two consecutive base pairs, CURVES can calculate the parameters for a base pair (inter base pair parameters) or for a single base, i.e. within one strand (inter base parameters). Zp values and minor groove width were calculated with 3DNA ([@b40]--[@b42]). Zp values are the average of the z-component of the phosphorus atoms of the two strands from an xy-plan defined as the middle frame for each base pair step ([@b40],[@b42]).

RESULTS
=======

Structure resolution with classical NOE and scalar coupling restraints
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Classical 2D NMR methods, consisting of NOESY, COSY, TOCSY and gradient sensitivity enhanced HSQC (PFG-PEP-HSQC) ([@b30]--[@b32]) experiments, were used to assign the proton and carbon resonances of U5-term: ^5′^G~1~G~2~A~3~A~4~A~5~A~6~T~7~C~8~T~9~C~10~T~11~A~12~G~13~C~14~A~15~G~16~T~17~^3′^, ^5′^A~18~C~19~T~20~G~21~C~22~T~23~A~24~G~25~A~26~G~27~A~28~T~29~T~30~T~31~T~32~C~33~C~34~^3′^. Despite the large number of signals owing to both the size of U5-term and the absence of autocomplementary strands in the duplex, the good scattering of the resonances in the homonuclear spectra allowed the assignments of all the non-exchangeable protons, except those H5′ and H5″. The NOE spectra recorded at different mixing times (from 40 up to 200 ms) provided the distances useful for structure determination. Assignments of imino and amino exchangeable protons in H~2~O solutions allowed the determination of the hydrogen bond network involved in base pair stabilization. Assignments of ^13^C resonances needed for measurements of ^13^C--^1^H RDCs were achieved for all the aromatic positions and sugar 1′ positions, and also for some sugar 3′ and 4′ positions. According to the values of scalar couplings and of proton chemical shifts of sugar, and also to the NOE H6/8-H1′ pattern (Supplementary Material Figure 1), the oligonucleotide U5-term globally adopts a B-DNA type structure.

We obtained an average of 24.2 restraints (13.3 distances, 6.8 torsion angles, 0.5 planarity, 1.2 RDCs and 2.4 hydrogen bonds) per residue ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Distance restraints involving non-exchangeable protons were optimized by relaxation matrix refinement with MORASS using either uncertainties of ±20% or very weak, weak, medium and strong intensities. A set of the nine lowest energy structures with low violation values was selected from the base set of 50 calculated structures, applying a torsion angle dynamics (TAD) protocol ([@b43]). The so-obtained set corresponded to an average overall energy of −956 kcal mol^−1^. Although resulting in a moderately precise structure \[heavy-atom root-mean-square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of 1.75 ± 0.58 Å relatively to the average structure\], the approach with distance uncertainties restraints of ±20% ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) provided better results than the one using distance restraints classified in very weak, weak, medium and strong categories (heavy-atom r.m.s.d. of 3.07 ± 0.92 Å) ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The gain on precision is visible all along the double helix but is particularly marked in the last third part (base pairs T11--A24 to G16--C19).

Residual dipolar couplings for DNA structure determination
----------------------------------------------------------

The last third portion of U5-term is of great biological relevance as it contains both the IN attachment site and the 3′-processing site, which actually coincide at the end of viral DNA. Thus, a good assessment of sequence-dependent variations in this portion could help us to understand the binding requirements and the correlated hydrolysis of DNA by IN, especially if the double helix is pre-organized for a specific recognition ([@b44],[@b45]).

When cautiously used with other known NMR restraints, RDCs can provide a fine description of the double helix morphology ([@b46],[@b47]). Many studies show that local and long-range information can be obtained ([@b29],[@b46]--[@b49]), provided the alignment tensor of the molecule is known. For a given alignment tensor, the dipolar coupling between nuclei *i* and *j*, *D~ij~*, can be calculated using: $$D_{ij}\left( \theta;\varphi \right) = \text{Da}\left\lbrack \left( 3\cos^{2}\theta - 1 \right) + \left( 3/2 \right)\left( R\sin^{2}\theta\cos^{2}\varphi \right) \right\rbrack$$ where θ and φ describe the internuclear vector *ij* orientation in the principal axis system of the alignment tensor, Da is a function of the degree of the molecule alignment and of gyromagnetic ratios, the internuclear distance, and the order parameter for *i* and *j*, while *R* is the rhombic component of the alignment tensor. The Da and *R* values, the axial and rhombic components of the alignment tensor, are determined by the orientation that molecules tend to assume in the orienting medium.

Here, the ^13^C--^1^H RDC values were extracted from the HSQC spectra of unlabelled U5-term recorded in the presence and absence of orienting material. Addition of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* bacteriophage Pf1 quantities (13 mg ml^−1^) to the U5-term sample in ^2^H~2~O provoked an RDC related splitting of nearby 9 Hz of the HOD deuterium signal, together with a global line broadening in the spectra ([@b28]). U5-term, which is a non self-complementary heptadecamer, displays rather complicated heteronuclear spectra, and despite obvious ambiguities on signal assignments, 41 ^1^H--^13^C RDCs varying from −1.1 to 18.2 Hz were determined by subtracting the ^1^H--^13^C splittings in the absence of phages from those in the presence of phages. Errors from three independent measurements were estimated to be ±2.0 Hz. A total of 24 RDCs were measured in sugars (59%) and 17 in bases (41%), leading to an average of 1.2 restraints per residue ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). They were homogeneously distributed along the oligonucleotide sequence and therefore allowed a good probing of the overall double helix structure. The significance of uncertainties on helical parameters has been carefully analysed, similar to the analysis carried out by other authors ([@b23],[@b50]). We applied the SSIA program ([@b51],[@b52]) that allows to predict the sterically induced alignment of molecules with known structures, whatever is the type of orienting medium (here, the Pf1 phage). The best conformers issued from calculations with NOE parameters were used as input structures. The mean values for the 9 best conformers, Da = −20 Hz and *R* = 0.13, were incrementally varied in a grid search procedure ([@b53]), from −24 to −16 for Da and from 0 to 0.3 for *R*. The set of the 50 NOE-derived structures was submitted to a calculation with each (Da, *R*) combination. Results, presented in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, establish that the pair Da = −22 Hz and *R* = 0.1 is the most appropriate in terms of both energy (−875 kcal mol^−1^) and structural convergence. Three other combinations (Da = −18 Hz, *R* = 0.0; Da = −18 Hz, *R* = 0.1; Da = −22 Hz, *R* = 0.0) showed close overall energy terms (−868, −864 and −860 kcal mol^−1^, respectively), while the remaining combinations displayed a noticeable increase of energy. The fact that the magnitude and rhombicity values of the alignment tensor obtained with the SSIA program are close to values providing a minimal energy gives us confidence in the accuracy of our measurements. We considered 36 structures composed of the four families (9 members of each) selected in varying the tensor values, as similarly considered by Tjandra *et al*. ([@b23]). Our small set of RDCs did not permit the obtention of U5-term structures as precisely as the ones determined by Tjandra *et al*. ([@b23]), who have used an oligonucleotide both ^13^C, ^15^N labelled and shorter than U5-term (dodecamer versus heptadecamer). Despite these differences, the U5-term structures have been greatly improved by the addition of RDCs, as shown by the various statistics on the DNA parameters ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Considering the 36 structures as an ensemble, the pairwise r.m.s.d. value for the 12 last base pairs of U5-term was 0.97 ± 0.24 Å, which when compared with the r.m.s.d. value (0.58 ± 0.07 Å) of Tjandra\'s molecules (pdb 1DUF) can be accepted as a good value. The mean pairwise r.m.s.d. calculated by taking the four families treated separately was found equal to 0.84 ± 0.15 Å, while the structures obtained by Tjandra *et al*. ([@b23]) were nearly indistinguishable inside each family (r.m.s.d. \< 0.1 Å).

U5-term structures refined with RDCs
------------------------------------

The U5-term structures were calculated using the TAD protocols. The efficiency of the TAD protocols for obtaining a strong structural convergence has been demonstrated by Kuszewski *et al*. ([@b35]). TAD protocols are also well suited to structure refinements using RDC parameters. According to Vermeulen *et al*. ([@b21]), introduction of RDCs in refinements can induce noticeable changes within the global structures through the modification of only a small number of torsion angles. The present study showed that the TAD protocols provide better results than the usually employed Cartesian dynamics protocols. Also of importance, different assays with the NOE-derived structures at low temperature indicated that the structure definition cannot be improved by the TAD protocols without the addition of RDCs. The best 36 RDC-derived structures (i.e. four families of nine structures as described above) ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) obtained with the TAD protocols displayed satisfying statistics ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Among these, nine structures (Da = −22 Hz; *R* = 0.1) ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrated a highly enhanced overall precision when compared with the NOE-structures ([Figure 1a and b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Further calculations carried out with the electrostatic term in CNS turned off led to similar results.

Remarkable structural features
------------------------------

The profiles of parameters presented in [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} highlighted the existence of important variations in U5-term generated by its particular sequence. The beneficial effect of RDCs on the structure determination became evident from the comparison of the parameter profiles (roll, opening, twist, propeller twist and buckle) presented in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. These correspond, from left to right, to NOEs classified according to their intensities (from very weak to strong), to NOEs using ± 20% uncertainties and to NOEs plus RDCs. Generally, introduction of RDCs modifies the profiles, but the effects are more or less important according to the parameter or the oligonucleotide region examined. The first portion of the upper strand, containing four successive adenines flanked by G2 and T7, showed that the introduction of RDCs produces a progressive 5′ to 3′ decrease of its intrastrand roll and twist values, typical of A-tract motifs ([Figure 3a and c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b22],[@b54],[@b55]). The roll of the A6-T7 step ending the A-tract adopts a negative value as large as −15°. At the same time, the minor groove shows the expected 5′ to 3′ narrowing ([Figure 4d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The Zp (actually, the number of B-DNA structures) and inclination parameters ([Figure 4a and b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) follow the same decrease. Altogether these events translate the emergence of a B′-DNA structure in the A-tract portion, which is known for its implication in recognition of viral DNA by the C-terminal domain of IN ([@b14]). The central portion of U5-term, TC rich, displays important twist variations already discerned in the NOE (±20% uncertainties) profiles. The third portion, corresponding to the six terminal base pairs exhibits, according to almost all the parameters, more heterogeneous features, in conformity with its pyrimidine--purine step content. Important deviations from regular B-DNA occur at the level of the dinucleotide pair ^5′^C14-A15^3′^/^5′^T20-G21^3′^ that carries the conserved C14--A15 step, a pyrimidine--purine step known for its particular malleability ([@b56]). In the context of viral DNA, the C14--A15 step exhibits a low B-DNA content, as illustrated by the Zp value of 0.8 Å (Zp is negative in B-DNA and equals ∼2 Å in A-DNA) ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), although its sugar pucker and glycosyl angle still present characteristics of B-DNA. It also displays a strongly negative tilt ([Figure 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and a very large positive intrastrand roll, while its facing T20--G21 step raises a normal intrastrand roll (data not shown). This particular arrangement results in a large positive propeller twist and opening at the T20--A15 base pair, associated to an important buckle at the preceding C14--G21 base pair ([Figure 3d and e](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Consecutive to these variations, a strong cross-strand stacking takes place between the A15 base and the G21 base. This atypical cross-chain stacking of purines is made possible by the shift of the G21 base into the minor groove as observed in A-DNA. The anomalous lowfield chemical shifts experienced by the aromatic H8 and sugar H1′ protons of G21, and also by the sugar H1′ proton of T20, are certainly caused by this event (Supplementary Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1) ([@b33]). The whole translates the particular malleability of this DNA part ([@b41],[@b57],[@b58]).

The backbone geometry and motions also appear singular in the ^5′^G13C14^3′^/^5′^G21C22^3′^ dinucleotide base pairs. The low-fielded chemical shifts of the sugar H1′ proton of G13, besides that already mentioned for G21, can be caused by distortions affecting the backbone of the G13--C14 step as reflected by the large positive tilt value adopted at this position ([Figure 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Actually, the epsilon and zeta angle values of the paired ^5′^G13C14^3′^/^5′^G21C22^3′^steps are clearly distinguishable from the other epsilon and zeta angle values of the molecule (data not shown). Moreover, the H8 proton of G21 displays a broadened signal at \>30°C (data not shown), testifying to slow local motions (μs--ms) at this nucleotide position.

The other point of interest regarding the backbone geometry concerns the distance between two consecutive phosphates in the IN binding and cleavage site ([Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, the P~G16~--P~T17~ distance (6.2 Å) appears considerably shorter compared with the distance between two consecutive phosphates in a standard B-DNA (6.8 Å) and also that of the P~C19~--P~T20~ step (7.0 Å) on the facing strand as well as the other P--P distances in the U5-term. The shortening of P~G16~-P~T17~ step cannot be assigned to fraying effects from the oligonucleotide ends as the facing step is not affected. It is also noteworthy that the A-like DNA character gained by the ^5′^C14A15^3′^/^5′^T20G21^3′^ dinucleotide base pair makes the ordinary buried A15 3′-oxygen atom submitted to the cleavage now more exposed.

DISCUSSION
==========

Use of the RDCs to assess the U5-term structure
-----------------------------------------------

We have used a small and easily detectable number of ^13^C--^1^H--RDCs (one bond base and sugar C1′--H1′) in conjunction with scalar and NOE couplings to determine the structure of a 17mer oligonucleotide that reproduces the sequence of the U5-LTR extremity. One difficulty in calculations that incorporate RDCs is the correct estimation of the axial and rhombic components of the alignment tensor ([@b51]--[@b53],[@b59],[@b60]). In the case where the number of RDCs is small and anisotropically distributed, such as in nucleic acids, the components are determined by selecting the lowest energy structures derived from refinement rounds using different input values of Da and *R*. Although the procedure is highly time-consuming and presents some pitfalls ([@b53],[@b59]), values are generally found in close agreement with those determined by the SSIA program using NOE-derived structures. Obviously, the number of RDCs introduced in calculations may have a large impact on the structure determination, this number depending on whether the oligonucleotide has or not been labelled with ^13^C and ^15^N. Many papers have addressed this issue and results have always revealed the beneficial effect of RDCs, including small sets of RDCs ([@b19],[@b49]). The degree of structure improvement also depends on the size of the oligonucleotide. In many cases, the structure of small oligonucleotides has been found less improved than that of long oligonucleotides by the addition of RDCs ([@b20]--[@b22]). In the present work, the gain of precision produced by the small set of ^13^C--^1^H--RDCs combined to NOEs with ±20% uncertainties has significantly improved the U5-term structure determination. For instance, the mean uncertainty on the roll was lowered from ±4.5° to ±3°, while Tjandra *et al*. ([@b23]) have obtained a value of ±0.8° with a larger set of RDC restraints applied to a shorter oligonucleotide. We are aware of the fact that such uncertainties represent the r.m.s. distribution over an ensemble of structures and underestimate the true uncertainty, as MD simulations clearly indicate that due to the innate flexibility of DNA, variations on the roll could attain ±10° ([@b61]). In fact to be fully assessed, the influence of the conformational averaging on RDC values in systems like double-stranded DNA needs additional data, but such a work is beyond the scope of this study. Yet, the analysis seems feasible in systems presenting clear evidence of strong dynamics ([@b25],[@b26]). Just to vindicate the relevance of our small set of ^13^C--^1^H RDCs as a powerful tool to probe the conformation of oligonucleotides, note that the well-known 5′ to 3′ narrowing of the minor groove exhibited by A-rich regions ([@b22],[@b54]) is perfectly reproduced in the current work ([Figure 4d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the impact of RDCs is not equal on all the helical parameters as already mentioned in our simulation study on the same oligonucleotide ([@b19]). For instance, parameters, such as the roll and the twist, generally present a very good resolution, but the roll seems better improved by RDCs than the twist comparatively with the starting structure. According to our simulations, the number of collected NOEs has an important impact on the structure determination. For instance, the number of NOEs involving the base protons of AT base pairs is smaller compared with the GC base pairs (the adenine H2 protons being poor supplier of internucleotide NOEs), so that the impact of RDCs on the AT base pair parameters (roll, twist, Zp and minor groove width) appears larger than on the GC base pair parameters. Thus, the degree of improvement produced by RDCs on helical parameters depends, certainly among other factors, on the number and the quality of NOEs (uncertainties) that have been used to generate the starting structure.

Structural variations along the U5-term helix
---------------------------------------------

Together with the distortions affecting the third portion of U5-term, the 5′ to 3′ narrowing of the minor groove displayed by the A-tract could also be of biological relevance, as demonstrated by Esposito and Craigie ([@b14]). The A-tract would be recognized by the C-terminal domain of IN and contribute to the tight binding of the enzyme to viral DNA ([@b16]), while the six outermost residues, i.e. the third portion, could be recognized specifically by the catalytic core domain ([@b13]--[@b15]).

The distortions occurring in the third portion of U5-term reflect a tendency of the conserved ^5′^C14A15^3′^/^5′^T20G21^3′^ dinucleotide pair, perceptible in some structural parameters \[cross-strand stacking of purines, roll (∼15°)-slide (−1.6 Å) (data not shown) correlation, Zp value, tilt value, etc.\] to adopt a structure intermediate between B-DNA and A-DNA ([Figure 4a and c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The highly conserved C14pA15 step in the upper strand is known for its involvement in the viral DNA integration ([@b62],[@b63]). The distortions that affect this step could be the foundation upon which the LTR-end of viral DNA is specifically recognized and cleaved by IN. They could be in large part due to the innate 'bistability' of stackings (two preferential stackings either intrastrand or cross-strand) which generally characterizes the pyrimidine--purine steps and, in particular, those CpAs ([@b56],[@b64]). The tendency of the CpA/TpG dinucleotide pair to display an A-like conformation could be necessary for the good adjustment of IN to viral DNA as suggested by inspection of a great number of protein-bound DNAs ([@b41]). The decrease in base pair overlap ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is similar to that observed in the so-called fragile DNA regions, including the MARs (matrix attachment regions) ([@b65]), which are generally highly sensitive to DNase I ([@b66]). Moreover, A-DNA selectively exposes its sugar--phosphate atoms ordinarily buried within the backbone chain. Such events have been precisely observed for complexes with enzymes performing cutting or sealing operations at the O3′-P phosphodiester linkage as polymerases, endonucleases and transposases ([@b67]). Also note that benzopyrene that forms specific adducts with the exocyclic amino group of guanines in the minor groove of DNA covers in the ^5′^C14A15^3′^/^5′^T20G21^3′^ base pairs. As benzopyrene hinders the access of IN to the cleavable site ^5′^CA⇓GT^3′^, the result is deleterious for the 3′-processing, and hence, the viral DNA integration ([@b68]).

Variations in the backbone
--------------------------

Distance shortening between the scissile phosphate and the succeeding phosphate as shown in [Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} has been already observed in the complexes of endonucleases EcoRI and EcoRV ([@b69]) and PvuII ([@b70]). In these three examples, the two phosphates next to the scissile bond are bridged by the ε amino group of a catalytic lysine residue. Contacts implying basic amino acid side chains and two consecutive phosphate groups have also been encountered in the damaged DNA--glycosylase complexes ([@b71]). In that case, the bringing closer of phosphates pinches the DNA backbone and forces the sugar moiety of the lesion into the catalytic site of the enzyme. In U5-term, the shortening of the P~G16~--P~T17~ distance could aid the anchoring of the IN lysine K159 side chain, which is known to participate to the specific recognition and cleavage of viral DNA ([@b15]--[@b18],[@b72],[@b73]). The importance of the phosphate--phosphate distance shortening cannot be neglected since, as pointed by Rauch *et al*. ([@b70]) for the PvuII endonucleases, this creates a cleft within the minor groove. A catalytic water molecule serving as the incoming nucleophile for the phosphodiester hydrolysis could be held in the cleft, while other water molecules in its surrounding could participate to a network of hydrogen bonds with DNA and possibly one or two Mg^2+^ liganded to the protein catalytic centre. Moreover, the gain of A-like character by the ^5′^C14A15^3′^/^5′^T20G21^3′^ dinucleotide base pair makes the 3′-oxygen of the CA⇓GT phosphodiester linkage more exposed to the IN attack from the minor groove. In fact, the insertion of a (*Rp*)-phosphorothioate at the ApG step of CA⇓GT impairs the cleavage reaction, while the (*Sp*)-phosphorothioate does not exert any significant perturbation ([@b74]). In the (*Rp*)-phosphorothioate configuration, the unchanged phosphorus oxygen (O1P) is more buried in the minor groove than in the (*Sp*)-phosphorothioate configuration ([@b75]) and is, therefore, less accessible to proteins attacking the DNA from this groove.

It can also be noted also that the current models based on experimental data ([@b15],[@b16]) or resting on docking studies ([@b72],[@b73]) stipulate that several phosphates of the six outermost residues of the viral DNA are contacted in the minor groove by the α4 helix that protrudes at the IN surface ([@b11]). The proposed model resembles to that of Tn5 transposase bound to its cognate DNA. In the reported crystal structure, a lysine residue similar to the IN lysine K159 interacts with a distorted phosphate backbone that accompanies displacements occurring in base pairs ([@b67]).

Pre-organized DNA-binding site
------------------------------

In most cases of sequence-specific DNA binding, it is not clear whether the double helix perturbations are induced by proteins or whether are intrinsic to the base sequence. In U5-term, the particular structure adopted by the binding/cleavage site results from two effects acting in conjunction: one corresponds to the particular sequence and the other to the position of the site at the DNA end. Actually, inspection of crystallographic data strongly suggests that most of the sequence-dependent distortions occurring in unbound DNAs are also found, but more accentuated in bound DNAs. One of the best examples of pre-organized structures in nucleic acids helping the formation of sequence-specific interactions is provided by the DNA-binding site of catabolite activator protein (CAP) ([@b44]). The CAP is known to bend DNA to an exceptional extent, but molecular dynamics simulations of bound and free DNA reveal that 40% of the curvature of bound DNA is due to an intrinsic strained base sequence structure. A second example concerns the reverse transcriptase RNase H, which is often considered as the paradigm for the control of protein function by nucleic acids structures. The protein degrades the RNA moiety of a DNA/RNA duplex but not the hybrid duplex formed by the polypurine tract (PPT) conserved in the genome of HIV. Crystallographic studies ([@b76]) reveal that the PPT structure is strongly distorted in the protein complex with several base pairs out of register, while a recent study using chemical footprinting suggests that pre-existing distortions intrinsic to the specific base sequence are present in the PPT nucleic acids substrate ([@b45]). A third example concerns the integrase itself. Mismatches and modified bases have been inserted in its viral DNA site. These have shown that the local destabilization of the third base pair (A--T) before the DNA end significantly increases the 3′-processing activity. Weak stacking properties at the cleavage site have been suspected by authors ([@b62],[@b63]). Their existence has been demonstrated in our NMR study.

CONCLUSION
==========

The present experimental work has totally confirmed our previous simulation studies, suggesting that a small number of RDCs, easily measurable at the ^13^C/^15^N natural abundance, could substantially improve the structure determination of an oligonucleotide as long as a heptadecamer, provided they are used in conjunction with precise NOE distances (15--20% uncertainties) ([@b19]).

Results provide a binding site structure displaying mixed B- and A-like features, especially at the highly conserved CpA step. Of course, the binding of IN (and certainly Mg^2+^) to its cognate DNA will certainly accentuate some of the structural features pre-existing at the binding site.

An obvious next step will be an NMR study combined to an MD simulation to determine the structure of U5-term complexed to the IN α4-helix.
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![Stereo views of the nine lowest-energy structures of U5-term generated from classical scalar coupling and NOE restraints. These were optimized by relaxation matrix refinement using: (**a**) uncertainties of ±20%; (**b**) very weak, weak, medium and strong distance restraint categories.](gki346f1){#fig1}

![Stereo views of the U5-term structures corresponding to: (**a**) 36 RDC-structures, i.e. four families of nine best structures each family being generated from a different value of alignment tensor (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}); (**b**) nine lowest-energy structures generated from classical NOE and scalar coupling restraints combined to RDC restraints (Da = −22 Hz; *R* = 0.1).](gki346f2){#fig2}

![Structural parameters of U5-term. Profiles of: (**a**) inter base (intrastrand) rolls in the upper strand; (**b**) global base--base openings; (**c**) inter base twists in the upper strand; (**d**) global base--base propellers; (**e**) global base--base buckles. Values were extracted from outputs of CURVES ([@b39]) for: in left, a set of nine structures generated from NOE restraints classified into very weak, weak, medium and strong distance categories; in middle, a set of nine structures generated from NOE restraints with uncertainties of ±20%; and in right, the 36 RDC structures (see legend in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).](gki346f3){#fig3}

![(**a**) Profiles of the local number of B-DNA structures (Zp value inferior to 0.5 Å) among the 36 RDC structures \[calculated with 3DNA ([@b42])\]. A schematic definition of Zp is given in insert ([@b41]); (**b**) Profile of the global base pair axis inclinations of the 36 RDC structures (see legends in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), values being calculated with CURVES ([@b39]); (**c**) Profiles of local inter base (intrastrand) tilts in the upper strand of the 36 RDC structures (see legend in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), values being calculated with CURVES ([@b39]); (**d**) Profile of the average interstrand phosphorus--phosphorus (P*~m~*--P*~n~*~+3~) distances (illustrating the minor groove width) from the 36 RDC structures (see legend in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), calculated with 3DNA ([@b42]); (**e**) Profiles of intrastrand phosphate--phosphate P*~i~*--P*~i~*~+1~ distances along the upper strand (left) and the lower strand (right).](gki346f4){#fig4}

![A stereo view of the average structure of the five outermost base pairs obtained from the 36 RDC structures of U5-term (see legend in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) featuring the particular interstrand stacking of purines A15 and G21 in red thick lines and the phosphorus of the scissile bond in CPK.](gki346f5){#fig5}

###### 

Structure statistics of the U5-term oligonucleotide

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------
  Number of NMR restraints                                                       
      Intra-residue distances[a](#tf1-1){ref-type="table-fn"}                    171
      Inter-residue distances                                                    282
      Sequential distances                                                       236
      Cross-strand distances                                                     46
      Residual dipolar coupling restraints                                       41
      Hydrogen bond restraints                                                   82
      Dihedral angle restraints                                                  230
      Planarity restraints                                                       17
      Total restraints                                                           823
      Restraints/residue                                                         24.2
  Structure analysis of the 36 best conformers[b](#tf1-2){ref-type="table-fn"}   
      Average deviation from ideal covalent geometry                             
          Bond length (×10^−3^ Å)                                                2.347 ± 0.039
          Bond angles (°)                                                        0.425 ± 0.007
          Improper angles (°)                                                    0.383 ± 0.012
          NOE violations[c](#tf1-3){ref-type="table-fn"} (\>0.2 Å)               4.39
          Dihedral angles violations[d](#tf1-4){ref-type="table-fn"} (\>10°)     0
          r.m.s.d.[e](#tf1-5){ref-type="table-fn"} of the structures (Å)         0.900 ± 0.155
          r.m.s.d pairwise (Å)                                                   1.295 ± 0.226
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------

^a^Only meaningful distance constraints were used (intrasugar distances independent of the conformation were discarded).

^b^Thirty-six best structures obtained with classical and RDC restraints (four tensor values).

^c^Force constant *K* = 50 kcal mol^−1^ Å^−2^.

^d^Force constant *K* = 100 kcal mol^−1^ rad^−2^.

^e^The r.m.s.d. is calculated by superposing each structure to the average structure.

###### 

Characteristics of the nine best structures obtained with various NMR constraints

  Constraints                                          Energy (kcal mol^−1^)   r.m.s.d.[a](#tf2-1){ref-type="table-fn"} (Å)
  ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------
  NOEs (strong, medium, weak and very weak) + ^3^J     −901.08 ± 6.13          3.073 ± 0.92
  NOEs (±20%) + ^3^J                                   −956.26 ± 3.95          1.754 ± 0.58
  NOEs (±20%) + ^3^J + RDCs (Da = −22 Hz; *R* = 0.1)   −875.91 ± 7.43          0.809 ± 0.11
  NOEs (±20%) + ^3^J + RDCs (Da = −18 Hz; *R* = 0.0)   −868.62 ± 8.93          0.841 ± 0.13
  NOEs (±20%) + ^3^J + RDCs (Da = −18 Hz; *R* = 0.1)   −864.72 ± 5.14          0.863 ± 0.18
  NOEs (±20%) + ^3^J + RDCs (Da = −22 Hz; *R* = 0.0)   −860.33 ± 6.67          0.836 ± 0.18

^a^The r.m.s.d. is calculated by superposing each structure to the average structure.
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